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The homogeneous Dedekind sum is defined by
S(a, b, q)= :
r mod q \\
ar
q ++\\brq ++ .









S \nd a+r1 q, nd b+r2 q, dq+=n_(n) S(a, b, q).
It is the generalization of Knopp's identity for homogeneous Dedekind sums.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction






S \nd a+rq, dq+=_(n) S(a, q). (1)
Here S(a, q) is the inhomogeneous Dedekind sum given by
S(a, q)= :





where ((x))=x&[x]& 12 if x{integer, ((x))=0 otherwise, and _(n) is the
sum of the positive divisors of n.
Knopp's identity is valid for arbitrary integers a and q with q>0, and
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together with properties of Hecke operators. Elementary proofs of Knopp's
identity have been given by several authors, for example, Goldberg [3],
Parson [7] and Zheng [9]. Parson and Rosen [8] have extended Knopp's
identity to the generalized Dedekind sums. Identities for sums of Dedekind
type have been given by Apostol and Vu [2].
The purpose of this paper is to extend Knopp's identity to homogeneous
Dedekind sums. To state our results, let a, b and q be integers with q>0.
The homogeneous Dedekind sum is defined by (cf. [4])
S(a, b, q)= :




q ++ . (2)









S \nd a+r1 q,
n
d
b+r2 q, dq+=n_(n) S(a, b, q), (3)
where _(n)=d | n d is the sum of the positive divisors of n.
To state the more generalized result, we let Br (x) (r=0, 1, ...) be the










Following [5], for any non-negative integers : and ;, we define the
generalized homogenous Dedekind sums by
S:, ; (a, b, q)= :
r mod q
P: \arq + P; \
br
q + , (5)
where Pr (x)=Br (x&[x]) is the periodic extension into R of the Bernoulli
polynomial Br (x) on [0, 1]. We have













=n_:+;&1(n) S:, ; (a, b, q), (6)
where _r (n)=d | n d
r.
The method of proving the above theorems is completely elementary.
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2. Proof of the Theorem
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. If a, q are integers with q>0, for any real x, we have
:
r mod q \\x+
ar
q ++=(a, q) \\
qx
(a, q)++ , (7)
where (a, q) denotes the greatest common divisor of a and q.
Proof. If (a, q)=1, it is easily seen that
:
r mod q \\x+
ar
q ++= :r mod q \\x+
r
q++=((qx)).
If (a, q)>1, let a1=a(a, q), q1=q(a, q), then, we have
:
r mod q \\x+
ra1





Lemma 2. For any positive integers k, we have
(i) S(ka, b, kq)=(b, k) S(a, b(b, k), q)
(ii) S(a, kb, kq)=(a, k) S(a(a, k), b, q)
(iii) S(ka, kb, kq)=kS(a, b, q).
Proof. By Lemma 1 and (2), let r=sq+t, we have



























=(b, k) S \a, b(b, k) , q+ .
This proves (i) and in the same way we have (ii). If we replace b by kb in
(i), then (iii) follows immediately.
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Remark. Comparing (iii) with (2) of [4], we conclude the latter is not
correct.
Now, we can prove Theorem 1 by the use of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
































































































=n_(n) S(a, b, q).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
To prove Theorem 2, we have to modify Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 as
follows.




Pm \x+arq +=(a, q)m q1&mPm \
qx
(a, q)+ . (8)
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Proof. The multiplication formula for Bernoulli polynomials is known








Pm \x+rq+=q1&mPm (qx). (10)
If (a, q)=1, then we have
:
r mod q
Pm\x+arq += :r mod q Pm \x+
r
q+=q1&mPm (qx).
If (a, q)>1, let a1=a(a, q), q1=q(a, q). We also have
:
r mod q
Pm \x+arq +=(a, q) :r mod q1 Pm \x+
a1 r
q1 +
=(a, q)q1&m1 Pm (q1 x)
=(a, q)m q1&mPm \ qx(a, q)+ .
This proves Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. For any non-negative integers : and ;, and any positive
integers k, we have
(i) S:, ; (ak, b, qk)=(b, k); k1&;S:, ; (a, b(b, k), q)
(ii) S:, ; (a, bk, qk)=(a, k): k1&:S:, ; (a(k, a), b, q)
(iii) S:, ; (ak, bk, qk)=kS:, ; (a, b, q).
Proof. Let r=sq+t. By Lemma 3, it follows that
S:, ; (ak, b, qk)= :
qk
r=1











k + P: \
at
q +
=(b, k); k1&; :
q
t=1
P: \atq + P; \
bt
(b, k)q+
=(b, k); k1&;S:, ; \a, b(b, k) , q+ .
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So, (i) is true. In the same way, we have (ii). If we replace b by kb in (i),
(iii) follows immediately. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.




















































































m:+;S:, ; \nam ,
nb
m
, sq+ :t | nms +(t)
= :
ms=n




=n_:+;&1(n)S:, ; (a, b, q).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
3. The Further Results
Following Apostol and Vu [2], we consider the homogeneous sums of
Dedekind type, which are defined by
f (a, b, q)= :
r mod q
A \arq + B \
br
q + , (11)
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where A(x) and B(x) are given functions defined for rational values of x.
Also, each satisfies a multiplication formula of the form
:
r mod k
F \x+ rk+=kV(F)F(kx), (12)
for every integer k>0 and every rational x, where the constant V(F)
depends on F but not on k or x. We refer to such a sum f (a, b, q) as being
of homogeneous Dedekind type (V(A), V(B)). It is easy to see that the
S(a, b, q) of Theorem 1 is of type (0, 0) and the S:, ;(a, b, q) of Theorem 2
is of type (1&:, 1&;). To generalize, we have
Theorem 3. If f (a, b, q) is of homogeneous Dedekind type of (V(A),













=n_*(n) f (a, b, q),
where *=1&V(A)&V(B).
Proof. The method is similar to that in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. We
omit the details.
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